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Problem

z Nodes connected to the Internet
y  E.g., end-user machines on DSL lines

z Nodes contributed voluntarily
y  So, they can join or leave at any moment

z Nodes provide resources
y  E.g., disk space, bandwidth

z How to aggregate such resources into stable wholes..
y ..so that applications do not deal with distribution and unreliability?

WAN



Solution

z Ad Hoc Distributed Server: organized group of nodes
y looks like a big server to its clients

y despite node unreliability
x stable contact address

y despite node distribution
x single-connection access

z We use Mobile IPv6 to implement these features

z This talk: only about wide-area handoffs of client connections
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Mobile IPv6 Overview

z Mobile nodes reachable while away from home networks
y Any node talking to mobile node is called correspondent node

z Routers in home networks represent mobile nodes
y Any such router is called home agent

z Two addresses assigned to each mobile node:
y Home address - identifies mobile node, never changes
y Care-of address - represents mobile node’s location

z Goal: mobile nodes reachable always at their home addresses
z But how does it actually work?



MIPv6: Tunneling

z When away, mobile node (MN)
reports its current care-of address to
its home agent (HA)

z HA tunnels traffic between MN’s
home address and MN’s care-of
address

z Transparent to correspondent nodes

z But:
y Suboptimal routing
y HA can become bottleneck



MIPv6: Route Optimization

z MN reveals its care-of address to
correspondent node (CN)

z CN creates a translation mapping
y Home address <=> Care-of address
y Address translation in CN’s IP layer
y Higher layers see only home address

z Result:
y Direct MN-CN communication..
y ..with MN movements transparent to

applications running on CN

z How can we use it in distributed servers?



Adapting Mobile IPv6

z Ad hoc distributed server pretends to be a SINGLE mobile node:
y Home address == server’s contact address (advertised to clients)
y Care-of addresses == addresses of individual nodes
y Server distribution transparent to clients



Wide-Area Handoff

z Server must control client-side address translation
y Translation mappings updated during route optimizations
y Server mimics the route optimization protocol (b, c, d)
y Slang: donor handoffs client; acceptor takes over client

a)                               b)                                c)                                 d)

z Client now talks directly to acceptor on IP level, but..

- Please take over
this client

- Hi Client, here is my
new care-of address

- Really? Let me
verify it then

- Verification OK, please
update your mappings



Wide-Area Handoff ctd.

z ..we have just broken TCP connection :-(
z TCP connection state must be transferred to acceptor as well

y Server-side TCP socket frozen to avoid changes in connection state
y Two frozen socket instances to avoid accidental connection reset

a)                                            b)                                             c)

z Client is now connected to acceptor while believing it is donor :-)



Client-observed Handoff Time

z Delay between receiving data from donor and from acceptor
z Lss - latency between donor and acceptor
z Lsc - latency between client and either donor or acceptor
z After all optimizations: handoff time = Lss + 4 * Lsc

z Some optimizations assume low Lss; worst case: 3 * Lss + 6 * Lsc



Summary

z Ad Hoc Distributed Servers:
y  Aggregate distributed and unstable resources
y  Present them as stable wholes to applications

z Wide-area handoffs implemented using Mobile IPv6:
y Clients believe to be talking to mobile nodes
y Servers mimic MIPv6 route optimization

z Result:
y Legitimate client handoff over WAN (without IP spoofing)..

y ..with optimal client-server routing (no proxies)



Thank you!

z Questions?



Route Optimization Protocol

z Tests prove that care-of address matches home address
z BU contains combined values of HoT and CoT
z Cryptography all over the place



State Transfer Optimization

z Server-side TCP socket might contain unsent/unacknowledged data
z Such data must be transferred to acceptor as well
z Better wait until socket buffers become empty:



Handoff Time Optimization

z Some messages (HoTI/CoTI and HoT/CoT) exchanged in advance
z Result: (3 * Lss + 6 * Lcs) reduced to (Lss + 4 * Lcs)

y as long as messages are exchanged before actual handoff starts


